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The discovery of evidence is result of evolution of the adversary trail at certain 
stage in Anglo-American law system, and it is the important content of the principle of 
parties for criminal litigation. With the changing in China criminal court trial from 
inquisitorial proceedings to adversary procedure and the progressing of the criminal 
jurisdiction reformation, to guarantee the defendant right and human right ，to ensure 
the function of adversary procedure ,to actualize the justness of judicature ,to optimize 
the resource of judicature ,to enhance the quality of prosecuted and trail, to alter the 
actuality of collecting evidence by the counsel and to promote judicial democracy and 
justice, establishing the system of discovery of evidence which is necessary the new 
model of prosecution is a question for discussion form a complete set. In practice，many 
jurisdictional authorities have tried to explore in China.  
At present，from the other countries of the discovery of evidence, the current is 
from the single-way quoting by the prosecuting attorney to the double-way quoting by 
the prosecuting attorney and the counsel for the opposite, the modality is more 
multiplicity, the scope is gradually amplitude, and the judges become the surveillant on 
criminal procedure of the discovery of evidence System. From jurisprudential analysis 
method and judicatory actual analysis method, the discovery of evidence doesn’t 
substantively establish in China. Because the scope is too narrowness, the obligation of 
discovery is only by the prosecuting attorney, the assault by the prosecuting attorney and 
the counsel is easy, the measure restricts the action infracted the discovery of evidence 
system. In practice, disharmony of the criminal procedure conception, underdevelopment 
of the counsel troop and imperfection of the legal system still restricts the discovery of 
evidence system expanded. The aspect of the litigation modes turned to the counterworks 
for criminal litigation. The appearance surface of the discovery of evidence system , and 
the reformation of occupational judge established the basic. Although, the practice of 
reforming the discovery of evidence system have appeared some questions, but insisting 
on the important principles of the discovery of evidence, such as legal system, the 
double-way quoting, the more obligation of discovery by the inquisitor, exemption from 
public interest, as well as legal responsibility traced. To establish the discovery of 















the obligations, fix on the content, rationalize the procedure. At the same time, the 
sanction measures on behavior violating discovery of evidence need compelled to 
discover the evidences, excluded the evidence of non-discovery, made amends for 
putting off the inquisition and strengthened the witness safeguarded. 
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Discovery 和 Disclosure 虽然都有证据开示之意，但二者的内涵却有一定的差异。
Discovery 表示对方向己方开示（discovery from），意思是“知悉先前所不知道的
东西；披露或揭示先前隐藏起来的东西；得到通知或了解一定的行为或事实”。
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